Keep Them On Campus – Your Students, Instructors, and Staff
No Matter What Course COVID-19 Takes, U-Pass™, the Fully Integrated, Secure
Digital Pass, Helps Make In-Person Learning Safer

School is open. School is closed. Dorms are full. Dorms are
empty. Vaccinations are required. Or maybe not. COVID-19
cases are declining. Variants are emerging. Boosters may or
may not be required.
In today’s swirl of COVID-19-related uncertainty and chaos,
university and K-12 administrators can be certain of three
things: First, COVID-19 remains a threat requiring vigilance and
safeguards. Second, you can’t predict mandates or variants
while the pandemic continues. Third, the mission of education
is vital to everyone – too critical to remain diminished.

The High Cost of Education’s Closures
COVID-19’s forced shift to virtual learning was better than
no learning, but it came at a high cost. Universities lost
millions in tuition revenue even while they were forced to
spend millions to accommodate virtual classes and create
safer facilities for in-person students. Community colleges
suffered as many of their trade courses transfer poorly to

online learning because they require students to learn
how to use tools and handle equipment. Tuition payments
plummeted as students dropped out.
Students were shortchanged. According to the National
Bureau of Economic Research, there were large reductions
in passing rates between 2020-2021…. The decline was
significantly larger in districts that offered less access to
in-person schooling. A Rand report found that the pandemic
“lowered teacher morale and contributed to increased
burnout.” Parents’ employment suffered as they stayed
home to teach and care for children.
School and university boards are under tremendous
pressure to keep their facilities open and restore
extracurricular activities and events. It’s essential, it’s
possible, and it’s safe with Unisys U-Pass™.
In-person learning is essential, possible, and safer
with Unisys U-Pass.

How U-Pass Works - The Basics

How Your School/University Will Benefit

With U-Pass, you can easily check incoming students and
staff against a variety of criteria and credentials while
tying those results to your physical access systems. Its
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) delivery model requires no
additional hardware or software for you to deploy and
maintain. You can validate test results (pass/fail) on
the spot and keep the appropriate records on returning
individuals to ensure a safer environment.

Near Real-Time Testing: When/if frequent testing mandates
are in effect, to fully open your facilities with confidence,
testing needs to occur in real time, with results provided
in minutes before people gain access. U-Pass healthcare
partners provide near real-time testing results on the spot—
not days or weeks later.

By tying individual test results and vaccination status to
access control, U-Pass lets you ensure that only individuals
authorized by you gain access to your educational facilities.
You gain peace of mind about the health and safety of
individuals while employing a process that removes friction
for the individuals involved.

Education is vital. Fulfill
your mission by helping
make in-person learning
a reality at your school or
university.

Inside School Safeguards: You can integrate thermal
camera readings into U-Pass to instantly detect atypical
temperatures and deny access to individuals above a
specified threshold. In addition, all who enter your facility
can be provided with an always-in-place wearable monitor for
the same purpose.
Access Control: No matter how many tests are performed,
your facilities are at risk unless each positive-testing
individual is automatically denied access to facilities.
U-Pass allows you to integrate testing with modern building
management, badge scanning, and lock systems. A positive
test can result in automatic denial of access and a medical
referral and quarantine advisory.
Privacy Protection: Matters of health raise privacy issues
and call for the highest levels of security. The U-Pass
solution was designed with security and privacy in mind,
particularly HIPAA and GDPR compliance.
Rapid Time to Value: U-Pass features a highly scalable SaaS
back end and a web and mobile user app front end. With no
additional hardware or software needed, it can be in use at
your organization in as quickly as two weeks.
Full Integration with Existing Systems: U-Pass integrates
smoothly with your current systems to ensure that you gain
situational awareness of virus-related matters, full visibility
into trends, and the ability to adapt your approach to comply
with applicable government regulations.

To learn how you can easily put U-Pass into operation,
visit www.unisys.com/u-pass/.
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